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DIRAC OPERATOR IN CONTACT SYMPLECTIC PARABOLIC 
GEOMETRY 
LENKA KADLČÁKOVÁ 
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we find an analog of the standard (conformal) Dirac 
operator inside the contact symplectic parabolic geometry. The role of the group 
Spin and spinor representation is played by Metaplectic Lie group Mp(ntR) and by 
its Segal-Shale-Weil representation. This representation is infinite dimensional, and 
so the Harish-Chandra category of finite K-modules must be introduced. 
1. PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 
For reader's convenience, we start with a short summary concerning parabolic ge­
ometries and related staff, based on the representation theory. 
Let g be a |fc|-graded (real, complex) semisimple Lie algebra, i.e. 
g = g-jt © • • • © g-i © go © gi © • • • © g * , 
such that [gt,gj] C g,+j. We denote the subalgebra go©gi © • • • ©g* of g by p, and the 
subalgebra gi © • • • ©g*. of p by p+. Let us define the grading element E G Z(g0) to be 
the unique element in g whose adjoint action is given by [F, X] = jX for any X G gj 
and any j G {—k, • •., k}. In particular, if g is complex, there always exists a Cartan 
subalgebra f) C g containing E, and one can choose a system A+ of positive roots for 
f} in such a way that all root spaces corresponding to the simple roots are contained 
in go © gi- The grading on g is then given by the gi-lengths of roots, i.e., if a is a 
root, then the root space ga is contained in g,-, where i is the sum of all coefficients 
of simple roots in the expansion of a, with root spaces contained in gi. This implies 
that p is always the parabolic subalgebra of g and the decomposition p = go © p+ is 
the Levi decomposition of p onto its reductive and nilpotent part. 
Note also, that for a |k|-graded real Lie algebra g, its complexification g c is also |k |-
graded, so in general we will deal with certain real forms of (g,p), where g is complex 
semisimple Lie algebra and p is its (complex) parabolic subalgebra. 
We use the standard notation of crossed Dynkin diagrams in order to describe the 
pair (g,p). In particular, in the Dynkin diagram of g we cross out the simple roots 
whose root spaces are contained in gi. 
Still take g to be a |fc|-graded Lie algebra over R,C and let G be any Lie group 
with Lie algebra g. We define the subgroup Go C G consisting of all g G G, such that 
the adjoint action Ad(g) : g -> g preserves the grading of g. Further, we denote by P 
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the subgroup of all g G G such that the adjoint action Ad(g) preserves the filtration 
induced by grading of g, i.e. Ad(g)(&i) C fl; 0 • • • 0 fljk, i = -k,..., k. G0 has Lie 
algebra g0, P has Lie algebra p, and by definition Go is a subgroup of P. Note also, 
that the Killing form provides the identification fl* = fl_t, i = — k,..., k, which is an 
isomorphism. 
Definition 1.1. We define a (real) parabolic geometry of type (G, P) on a smooth 
manifold M, dimM = dim G/P, as the principal P-bundle Q -> M equipped with a 
Cartan connection of type (G, P), i.e. with a differential form u) E f i^^f l ) , such that 
(1) u(U) = X for all XEp, 
(2) (rb)*u = Ad(b-l)ou for all 6 e P , 
(3) W/TU8 -* 0 is a linear isomorphism for all u G Q. 
In this definition, £> denotes the fundamental vector field generated by X £ p and 
r6 denotes the principal right action of b E P. Consequently, a; gives a smooth P-
equivariant trivialization of the tangent bundle TQ. Each X 6 fl defines the constant 
vector field u;-1(X)(tx) = ^ ( X ) G TUQ 
We call the (real, complex) generalized flag manifolds G/P the homogeneous (flat) 
model for parabolic geometry, the Cartan connection on G/P being the left invariant 
Maurer-Cartan form. 
Let us consider a parabolic geometry (Q, P) on a manifold M. We set the p-module 
structure on fl_ identifying it with fl/p, and consider the map 




Due to P-equivariance of the Cartan connection, this map factors to a homomorphism 
axPfl__>TM, 
which is clearly surjective. Comparing the dimensions of both spaces, one realizes, that 
this map is in fact a vector space isomorphism. Now, as we have an identification of P-
modules (fl/p)* and p+ provided by the Killing form on fl, we use the same arguments 
as above and identify T*M as the natural bundle associated to the P-module p+, that 
is, T*M ~ Q Xp p+ . Since we have the global parallelism u, the filtration of the 
p-module fl transfers into the P-invariant filtration of TQ, i.e. 
TQ = T~kQ D---DTkQ. 
Thus we have also the induced P-invariant filtration of the underlying tangent bundle 
TM, namely TlM = TV(T
XQ). We obtain immediately also the associated graded 
vector space 
GrTM = (T-kM/T~HlM) © • • • 8 (T'2M/T'lM) 0 T~lM, 
the parallelism of u; provides a reduction of the structure group of GrTM to Go C P. 
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Definition 1.2. Let E be an irreducible p-module. For any Cartan connection 
w € .T((/,g) we define the operator 
Vw : C°°(Q,E)P -> C°°(Q,Q- ® E) 
given for all X € fl-.u € £,s € c°°(e,E)p by 
V"s(u)pO = £„->(*)*(«). 
We call this operator the invariant derivative with respect to the Cartan connection 
Further, let us denote by JlE the p-module J*E = E © (gl (g) E). The action of p 
on J*E is given by 
Z-(v,<p) = (p(Z)(v),p(Z)o<p-<poadB_(Z)+p(adv(Z)(X))(v)) 
for any X G g_. 
As a result, any p-module homomorphism # : J*E —•> ¥ for F an irreducible p 
module, always provides an invariant differential operator; such operators are called 
strongly invariant. We are going to introduce an example of it, which will show up to 
be a formal symplectic analog of standard conformal Dirac operator. 
2. DlRAC OPERATOR 
The parabolic geometry of interest is represented by Dynkin diagram 
i.e. we have |2|-graded Lie algebra g = sp(n -f 1, R) = g_i ©g_2 ©go ©gi ©g2, the real 
form of Cn+i = sp(n -f 1,C). To determine the modules appearing in this gradation, 
we use the matrix notation introduced in [Yamaguchi]: 




fl-2 . . . g_j . . . flo 
with 
g* = 5p(n,R), the real form of Cn = sp(n,C) 
g0 = .sp(n, R)©R.E, where E is the grading element, 
0i = R2n , 
fl2 = R , 
we have 
p = 5 p ( n , R ) © R £ © R 2 n © R 
p+ = R 2 n © R . 
The homogeneous model for this parabolic geometry is the projective space M = 
G/P = 1PN;N = {v G R2n+2;u;(i;,v) = 0} of null lines in symplectic vector space 
(R2n+2,u;). Further, the model for cotangent space T*M is the direct sum fli © fl2 ---
R2n+1. 
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Note (see [Alekseevski, Slovak], [Yamaguchi]), that this is the only example of par-
abolic contact geometry for the Lie algebra Cn. This explains, why we have chosen 
the title "contact symplectic parabolic geometry". 
The goal of this paper is to look for an analogy of the Dirac operator defined in 





Spin — module S, S± Mp(n, R) — module L, L± 
The role of Spin(n) group is in the symplectic case played by the Metaplectic Lie 
group Mp(n, R), which is the two-fold covering group of Sp(n, E); however, it is not the 
universal covering. The representation L of Metaplectic Lie group on the Hilbert space 
L2(En, e"'x' ) of complex valued functions is called Segal-Shale-Weil (or metaplectic) 
representation. This representation is infinite dimensional, and we define it as follows: 
Let us consider the following generators of Sp(n,E): 
9(a) = ( jj ( a!j- i J f o r a e G L ( n , E ) , 
t(b) = (l \ ) fovb = bT EGL(n,R), 
Since {t(b)',b G S(n)} is simply connected, t(b) = (t(b),zkl) can be viewed as an 
element in Mp(n,E) so that t(0) is the identity of Mp(n,E). For each a G GL(n,E) 
we take (deta)-" and identify g(a) = (g(a), (deta)-") and /3 = (/3,i2) as the elements 
in Mp(n,E). 
Definition 2.1. The metaplectic representation L on the space L2(En, e~'x' ) is 
defined on generators of Mp(n,E) by 
(L(^T)f)(x) = (deta^ftfx), 
(1) (L(t(b))f)(*) = e-i< ta->/(x), 
(L0)f)(x) = (^)"/2 J^e^mdy. 
Let us denote by K the maximal compact subgroup of Sp(n,E), i.e. K = U(n). 
Working with any infinite dimensional representation, it is necessary to proceed in the 
Harish-Chandra category of finite K-modules. The Segal-Shale-Weil representation L 
decomposes into two irreducible K-finite, infinite unitary representations of sp(n,E), 
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whose leading weights1 are (£, | , . . . , \)K and (§, | , • • •, §)K- We denote them L+ and 
L_. 
The group U(n) = U(l) x SU(n) is reductive and we regard the representations 
L+, L_ as the harmonic series of finite K-modules, written in the form 
L+ -> (e*,({0} + {2} + {4} + . . . ) ) , 
(2) 
L_ -> (e*,({l} + {3} + {5} + ...)), 
where 62 is the square root of the determinant representation of U(n) and {k} = 
(fc, 0 , . . . , 0) is the highest weight of the irreducible SU(n)-modu\e. It can be regarded 
as a polynomial of degree fc, these polynomials are embedded into the space L2(Rn) 
with the norm e"'x' and their images form the orthogonal system in L2(Rn) with 
respect to this measure. 
As described in the introductory section, we hope to find contact symplectic Dirac 
operator inside the following scheme: 
T(L2(Rn)) -> r(L2(Rn) ®T*M) -> T(L2(Rn)) 
To do this, we need to decompose the tensor product L2(Rn)®(R2n®R) into irreducible 
sp(n,R)-representations. In [Slovak, Soucek], one finds the proof of the fact, that 
decomposing this tensor product, we can forget the trivial representation g2 = R of 
sp(n,R), in other words, every invariant operator of first order factors through g2. 
The fact, that the target space of an invariant derivative in a parabolic geometry 
in question is gi = R2n is the reason of the chosen name "contact symplectic Dirac 
operator". 
What has to be done is to decompose the tensor product L2(Rn)®RR2n ~ L2(Rn)®c 
C2n. In what follows, we shall describe the coordinate decomposition of L2(Rn)(£)<rjC2n 
onto the Kernel and Image invariant subspaces of symplectic Clifford multiplication. 
Definition 2.2. The symplectic Clifford multiplication is the map 
fi : C2n x L2(Rn) -> L2(Rn) 
given by /i(u, / ) = cr(v)f. Here, a is complexified representation of the Heisenberg Lie 
algebra restricted to C?n --> C?n 0 C. 
Let {ei , . . . ,e2 n} denote a symplectic basis of R
2n, i.e. u>(et,en+j) = Sij. We will 
denote by {e j , . . . , e^} the dual basis of (R2n)*, and by {/i,..., / 2 n} the dual basis to 
{ei , . . . , e2n} with respect to the symplectic form a;, i.e. cj(et, fj) = <5tij. 
In particular, if {e i , . . . , e2n} is the canonical symplectic basis of R
2n then {/i,..., /2 n} 
is given by the relations / t = en+t, / n + t = — et. 
xBy the expression 'leading weight' we mean the weight closest to the origin of the weight lattice 
corresponding to the irreducible K — U(n) representation. 
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The space F2(Rn) <g>c C271 decomposes as the direct sum Vi © V2, where 
2n 
Vi = { J e i S ^ e ; ; 5 i G l ± } C l T ® ( C
2 n ) * 
i= l 
2n 2n 
(3) V2 = { £ 3i ® e*; * € L±; £ /.*, = 0} C I T ® (C
2")' 
i= l i=l 
Lemma 2.3. The symplectic Clifford multiplication is a map L± —> £--. in particular 
li:<C?n x L± -+LT. 
Proof. Fix the monomial Sk G L±. Also in further, it seems to be convenient to take 
as a base {ei , . . . , e2n} of C
2n the vectors 
e'j = iej+ien+j)> 
en+j ~ \ej ~~ ien+j) , 
where {et}t=ij..M2n denotes the canonical symplectic base of R
2n. For every j = 
l , . . . ,2n, 
(4) ejSk = 2_^ ai\...ik
ejx\ x2 ' ' * Xk + aii-*ken+jxl X2 ' — Xk ' 
i\...ik 




(4) = Y,ail..фi + iЂ—)xïxŻ...xï 
+ ah...ik(
xi "" l ~rT ~)\X1 X2 ' ' * Xk ) ' 
and we really end up in L-p. • 
Theorem 2.4. Let p : 5p(n,R) -> Aut(R2n) denote the standard representation of 
the group 5p(n,R), let p* denote its dual representation, and let L denote the meta-
plectic representation. The spaces V\ and V2 defined above are, as the representation 
spaces of(p*®L), 5p(n,R)—invariant subspaces. Moreover, the space V\ is isomorphic 
as the 5p(n,R) -module to the L+ part in the decomposition of the product (L±®C
2n). 
Before proving this theorem, let us mention the fundamental property which can be 
found in [Howe]. 
Theorem 2.5. Let IT : Mp(n,R) —> 5p(n,R) denote the projection map. Then 
following relation holds: 
(5) L(m)d(h)L(m-1) = &(ir(m)(h)), m G Mp(n,R),/i G C2n . 
Proof of Theorem (2.4). We are presenting the proof in such a form that it can be 
used at the same time without any change in orthogonal case. 
The dual representation p* acting on (C271)* is defined by 
p*(m)v\v) = v*{p{m-l)(v)),Vvm G (C2n)*, v G C2n . 
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Invariance of Vi follows from the computation: 
2n 2n 
(L®p*)(m)['£/ejS®e*](v) = [^L(m)(e i a)0^(n . ) (e ; ) ] (w) 
j=i j=i 
= y£L(m)(ejs)e*(p(m-
l)(v)) = L ^ ^ e ^ m ^ ^ e , ] • s) 
i i 
= L{m)[p{m~x){v) • s] = v • L{m)s e Vx. 
And for V2: 
(6) (L®/>*)(m)(E*i® e i ) = El(m)( 5 j )®D*(m)(e*) 
i i 
In coordinates, D*(m)(e*) = ~3jt/9*(m)(ei)(efc)' eJt> hence 
(6) = £ £ ^ ( m ) 5 j ® p * ( m ) ( e * ) ( e f c ) . e ^ 
* i 
= £ ( £ /(m)(ep(eJt)^(^i) ®e* = £ 4 ® 4-
k j k 
To complete the proof we need to show that ~~]k fkSk = 0. 
E M = $>][>V)(e*)(C*)L(m>; 







= £ p{rn)fjL{m)sj = F(m)(E /i*;) = 0 . 
i i 
D 
We can now write down the explicit forms of the projections onto VI and V2. Take 
~2k *k®e*ke L
2{Rn) ® (C?n)*, then 
-Vx :F±®(C
2 nr -> Vi 
(7) -*(£** ®ej) = ^£ie,(E/i^i)]®4 
k k j 
-v2:L±®{C
2n)* -* V2 
(8) *v a (£**®e2) = £ [ 3 j b - - e j k ( £ / i 3 i ) ] ® c ; 
fc k n j 
And finally, let us choose any Weyl connection \7W in the given parabolic geometry, 
let j : L -> Vi C L ® (C2n)* be the embedding given in any frame {e j for R2n by 
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5 —> £ J_t_i ej • 3 0 e*; .s € L. We define the contact symplectic Dirac operator as the 
composition 
D = J'1 o TTVI o V " : V(L±) -> T(L± 0 C
2n) -> r ( i - - ) . 
3. INVARIANCE OF SYMPLECTIC DlRAC OPERATOR 
To verify the invariance of just defined Dirac operator, some more computations 
have to be done. For finite-dimensional irreducible representations of any Lie algebra 
g, we have the explicit way to classify all invariant first order differential operators 
by computing corresponding Casimir elements (see [Slovak, Soucek]). The situation 
in infinite-dimensional case is slightly more complicated. There is a chance, however, 
that we can reformulate the statements used for finite dimensional representations and 
get some results also in this case. Let us start with some definitions and basic facts. 
Definition 3 .1 . Let {X t}"=1 be a basis of a semisimple Lie algebra g, denote its 
Killing form by 13, take gij = B(X{yXj) and #
t ; = (gij)"1. Then the element 
n 
(9) c = 2>y**i 
of the universal enveloping algebra il(g) of g is called Casimir element. 
Remark 3.2. Let A denote the set of all roots a £ f)* for g, let A + denote the set 
of all positive roots, and let S denote the set of all simple roots for g. We can rewrite 
the Casimir element to the form 
(10) c = £ A ~ f t a + £ ( X a Z a - f Z a X a ) . 
Here, {ha}, {ha} are the dual (with respect to the Killing form) basis for f), and Xa, Za 
are the dual generators of ga , g_tt. 
Remark 3.3. The Casimir element c of il(g) is independent of the choice of basis 
{X t}, and it belongs to the center of il(g). Moreover, c operates by the scalar (A, A+2p) 
on a finite dimensional, irreducible representation V\ of the (complex, real) semisimple 
Lie group g, and this scalar value is nonzero if the representation is non-trivial. 
The following theorem shows, that the Casimir element acts as the multiple of 
identity also on any irreducible, infinite dimensional unitary module, [Sugiura]. 
Theorem 3.4 . Let U be an irreducible unitary representation of the (real) Lie group 
G on a Hilbert space H, let c be the Casimir element of G and put Q = U'(c), where 
U' denotes the differential representation of U. Then ft acts by multiple of identity 
operator on HQO, the space of C°°-vectors for U. That is, there exists a real number q 
such that 
fix = qx for any x £ H^ . 
Before we formulate the classification theorem of the invariant first order differential 
operators, let us denote: 
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c . . . the quadratic Casimir element of g0, 
Cs. •. the quadratic Casimir element of g0, 
c# . . . the quadratic Casimir corresponding to the action of grading element E. 
Definition 3.5. Let E be the grading element in g0, let E be the irreducible g0-
representation, choose the Killing form B normalized in such a way that (F, E)B = 1. 
We define the generalized conformal weight w of E by the equation 
Ev = w.v for any smooth v £ E. 
Theorem 3.6. Let g be a (real) graded Lie algebra and g c its (graded) complexifi-
cation (gt- = gHgf). Let E(w) be a complex, unitary, irreducible, infinite-dimensional 
representation of g0 with the generalized conformal weight w and let gf = V g{ be 
the decomposition ofgc into irreducible QQ-submodules. Further, suppose that we have 
the decomposition 
QI®RV(W) =fl?®c-EH = X y i ®c E(u.) =]TEj)/(tv + l) 
3 j , . 
onto unitary irreducible g0 -modules. Let njj denote the corresponding projections. 
Then the differential operator Djj := TTJJ o V with the generalized conformal weight w 
is an invariant differential operator if and only if 
(11) 0 = c(Ej,l(w + l))-c(¥{w))-c(Si) 
Rewriting the last equation (11) for each j , / , 
0 = cs(EjV(tD + l ) ) - c 5 ( E H ) - c s ( g i ) + 
(12) + cg(Eit<(ti; + l))-cEmw)) - CE(gj) 
=(uH-l)2 =w7 =1 
we get the explicit formula for the generalized conformal weight of Djj, namely 
w = ! ( c - ( E M ) - cs(Ejtl(w + 1)) + c(gi)) . 
Proof. See [Slovak, Soucek], nothing changes using infinite dimensional representa-
tions. A basic difference from the finite dimensional case is, that we do not always 
have the decomposition of gf ®c E(iv) onto irreducible g0 modules. • 
In our case of parabolic contact symplectic geometry, we have: 
E(u>) = L± 
Ej(w + 1) = LT 
gf- = C2n irreducible 2n dimensional (complexified) 
representation of sp(n, R) . 
Explicit computations give the equality 
c(L+) = c(L.), 
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which is analogical to the orthogonal case. Other computational exercise gives 
-2n 2 - n 
c(øV) = 4(4n + 4 ) ' 
( l+2n)(2 + n) 
2(n + 1) 
So we have proved the following: 
Theorem 3.7. The contact symplectic Dirac operator 
D : r(L2(En)) -> T(L2(lRn) ® C2n) -> T(L2(Rn)) 
is invariant differential operator of the first order for contact symplectic parabolic in-
variant theory and for the generalized conformal weight w = 2(n+i) ' 
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